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About This Game

Single-button controls that are easy to learn, but hard to master

Quick, bite-sized sessions. Can become quite addicting!

State of the art minimalist visuals (please help we need real artists)

Soothing sound effects will make you chill so hard you won't know who you are anymore

30 different soundtrack pieces made by people around the world

Level editor (the same that was used to make the available levels)

Workshop support to get new levels and share your own

Several game modes:

Adventure: complete several levels with increased difficulty, until you quit in frustration

Classic: collect points and survive as long as possible, until you quit in frustration
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Evergrowing: no points to collect, just try to get as big as you can

Creative: share your pretty snake art with your friends

Multiplayer: tron-like mode, for up to 8 players on the same system
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Title: Curvatron
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Brave Bunny
Publisher:
Brave Bunny
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2016
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Perfect circles at the start,
You curved your way into my heart.
Eating pellets, growing long,
While singing me a SoundCloud song.

Slither through, avoiding traps,
While making sure we make the gaps.
This is easy, this is fun,
Curvatron's for everyone!

Hard Mode now, getting faster,
Leading me into disaster.
Sinusoidal siren's song,
I now belong to Curvatron.. This game is exactly as advertised. It's simple, snake-like game. All moves are made in curves.

Simple observations aside, this game is one of the very few under 1$ games i'd ever recomend. It's a fun time killer with a
casual feel but with time or circumstance becomes quite difficult.

If you like retro games like snake- give it a try.
If you like to kill time between Queue on annother game and need a finger warm-up- give it a try.
If you like to show off to your friends how good you are at clicking better than them in multiplayer- well give it a try. but i hope
you are ready to loose friends.

I'd give it a try\/10... you may like it.. I have never hated a game as much as I hate this.. This game is marketed as "Snake with a
twist" - which is the most correct definition possibkle. Instead of moving vertically and horizontally, you are moving circular.
This makes for an interesting game experience.

Also, the dev is a cool guy who listens to feedback and solves your issues, so that's a big plus. :). Buy this collection of sweet
electronic music and get a frustrating minigame for FREE!
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PROS:
+ Minimalistic art style is very charming and pleasing to look at
+ Beautiful soundtrack
+ Cheap price tag, that of a mobile game

CONS:
- Only one control, and it's still clunky and hard to work around
- The core mechanic just isn't fun, in my opinion; it feels far too difficult and annoying to control correctly

Verdict:
I feel somewhat bad saying I wouldn't recommend this, because I can tell the developers put a lot of work into this simple game.
It feels good, it looks good, and it sounds good, but to me, it simply isn't fun in the slightest. I didn't play for long because after
15 minutes I already felt like I experienced everything that I needed to. Perhaps this just wasn't the right game for me. 4\/10. 
WOW. Hard as balls but great music!

8\/10. I only bought this game because of its name (in Czech (and Polak) the word 'curva' ressembles of the word 'kurva' which
is a swear word).

Originally I also though I would be capable of getting all the achivements - because there is only few of them. Oh boy, I have
never been so wrong in my entire life. Last few achivements proved themselves to be really hard to get.

Gameplay itself is pretty okay, the game runs smoothly and I have generally positive feelings about the game.. Sperm simulator.
10\/10. Game makes you want to kill yourself by the second level. Great 3 dollars.
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